
French 2022 Presidential Elections – Comparisons of the 2017 and 
2022 results:  

 
Much of the same but a very different configuration. 

 

 
 
Massive fraud took place in the first round of the 2022 French presidential election on April 10.  
 
How they did it is explained here and in other places).   
https://rforresistance.wordpress.com/2022/04/12/how-do-they-rig-elections/ 
 
The most unpopular president of all times (66%, to 84% of 
French people want him to go away), macron lost on the 
first round, but thanks to fraud and a shady electoral 
system, he managed to go through to the final round where 
he will meet Marine Lepen, who will be used as a 
scarecrow to have minority macron (micron) re-elected.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.thelibertybeacon.com/an-unfavorable-poll-for-emmanuel-macron-gets-deleted-by-rtl/ 

https://echelledejacob.blogspot.com/2022/04/pres-de-70-des-francais-ne-veulent-plus.html 

https://ns2017.wordpress.com/2022/03/07/84-des-francais-ne-veulent-plus-de-macron-rtl-retire-le-
sondage%ef%bf%bc/ 

https://www.jeanmarcmorandini.com/article-495281-le-sondage-csa-choc-pour-cnews-a-3-jours-de-la-presidentielle-
pres-de-sept-francais-sur-dix-indiquent-vouloir-changer-de-president-de-la-republique.html?page=1 



The exact same scenario as in 2017. Or so it seems.  
 
The regime didn't even bother to create a new scenario. Their total disdain for the cognitive 
capabilities of the population is only matched by their utter arrogance and the sheer stupidity of 
those who keep falling in the trap.  
 
They will repeat the well known exercise used by despised minority frauds who can't get elected 
otherwise:  Shouting wolf for an non-existent threat from the candidate Marine Lepen and the risk 
of the country falling into fascism if she was ever elected.   
 

 
 
Coming from an actual fascist regime under the control of banks, lobbies, billionaires, corporations 
and criminal syndicates like the WEF, this is gross and pathetic bordering on comical. 
 
 In the last two years it wasn't Marine Lepen who assassinated elderly in care homes with 

Rivotril, pretending their victims died of "covid". www.globalresearch.ca/were-elderly-being-killed-
hospitals-care-homes-hospices-during-pandemic/5747085  

 It wasn't Mrs Lepen who forced on the population house arrest, curfews and planned economic 
destruction (for SMB only of course as per the 'great reset' agenda) under the guise of 'health'. 

 It wasn't Mr Lepen who fired health workers and civil servants without pay just because they 
refused to get injected with deadly substances posing as "vaccines'. 

 It is not Mrs Lepen who refuses seriously ill patients in hospitals because they affirm their bodily 
integrity inalienable rights.   

 It's not Mrs Lepen who imposed an apartheid system and who has called for the segregation, 
exclusion and  discrimination of  a large part  of the French population. All these acts and words 
(like saying "I will piss-off the unvaccinated, make their life hell") are serious crimes against 
Humanity and the premise of genocides and macron should pay for his crimes. 

 It wasn't Mrs Lepen who  imposed neo-Nazi 'vax' passports to coerce people into getting injected 
with harmful genetic tech masquerading as 'vaccines'  

 It wasn't Mrs Lepen who sent armies of SS, STASI and brown shirt goons beating, arresting, 
fining, harassing, removing eyes, killing even, peaceful demonstrators or had lawyers arrested 
by his Gestapo (DGSE) to intimidate them into not suing the regime for its many crimes. 
 

The last two years revealed macron for what he is: a puppet controlled by consulting firms like 
McKinsey (#McKinseyGate), the rothschild (#RothschildGate) the WEF and other globalist 
criminals, and what his govt is: a fascist regime.  
 
Those who pretend that all this didn't happen or that it was justified are not only lying to others, but 
to themselves.  
 
Those who submitted out of blind obedience or cowardice know what they are.  
 



As for those who condone it because they 
profited and helped the regime in its nauseous 
abuses, we are all reminded of French history 
when Nazi co-operators helped their own country 
being violated by invaders between 1940 and 
1945.   
 
We also remember the treason of the so-called 
"elites" at the time.  
 
The same type of self-titled "elites' who are 
selling the country today to the lowest bidders.  
 
Those who pretend the situation is different are 
either lying or haven't a clue about history.  
It's not because you call a yellow badge 'green pass' 80 years later that it is any different.  
 
So, we have a totalitarian state controlled by macron's pimps imposing a fascist dictatorship on the 
French nation accusing their opponent in the elections to be what they actually are. 
 
This is so ridiculous that we wonder what kind of brain damaged moron would believe this BS. 
 
We have serious doubts and the polls they try to suppress show on the contrary that the vast 
majority of French want macron out! 
 
So the only way for the Davos infiltrated agent was to rig the vote. He did it with unreliable and 
unsecured electronic machines (NEDAP/France Elections) and easy to fix software like the 
infamous Scytl (2020 US rigged elections) and other falsification techniques (at the polling stations 
level, notably by blocking their access to voters, illegal reporting and practices, etc..). 
 
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/02/ireland-netherlands-ended-electronic-voting-finding-machines-
untrustworthy-failed-security-requirements/ 
 
https://votefraud.news/2020-11-19-bankrupt-spanish-company-scytl-rigged-election-biden.html 
 
Let's not forget that the 'ministry of interior' (under macron's party control) is in charge of 
compiling and announcing results. No verification is done by independent observers on what they 
pretend the numbers are.  
 
Finally, the "constitutional council" (a group of insiders chosen by macron and the National 
Assembly president (macron's party) "validates" the results given by ... their cronies.   
 
The same so-called "constitutional council" who validated illegal and anti-constitutional abuses such 
as institutional apartheid and the 'vaccine pass'! 
 
The "kangaroo council" of what has become a banana republic.  
 
A convenient suite of unaccountable and untrustworthy captured institutions and schemes to re-elect 
the oligarchy designated nominee... 
 
They did it in 2017 (macron was chosen by Bilderberg, according to himself)) and they have done it 
on the 10th of April.  



The beauty of the scheme is that macron just needs to go through to the second round.  
 
From the 10th and the 24th of April, state, media, lobbies, unions, celebrities, are all going to vomit 
their propaganda on epic proportions (we already have the usual smear of Mrs Lepen being Putin's' 
creature), the same old re-cooked and tired narrative they have used for almost 40 years.. . 
  
It comes to the point where one can seriously ask if they haven't also helped her going to the second 
round in order to avoid candidates for whom this narrative wouldn't work such as far-left Melenchon 
or Jewish anti-immigration candidate Eric Zemmour. Difficult to accuse them of being neo-Nazis!  
 
A well oiled business in any case. Millions won't go to vote because of it, because they know the 
game is rigged from the start or don't want any of these candidates in power.  
 
One has to victim of amnesia or dementia not to realize how much People are taken for idiots by the 
system.  For example in 2017 on the second round, macroncescu got a staggering score of 66% 
against his 'bashed-by-all' opponent Marine Lepen.  
 
The only countries who have this kind of scores are banana republics, former soviet republics or 
dictatorships like China.  
 
So now, we know what we are dealing with. France has oscillated between a banana republic and a 
plutocracy for years  but since March 2020 the old lady has become an absolute fascist regime under 
macron puppetmaster boots. 
 
However, we found some interesting statistics that might upset the rotten establishment and its doll. 
 
Comparing the first round results of 2017 and 2022 we found that 'anti-establishment' parties 
were a minority in 2017, but have become a majority in 2022. 
 
Let's take the scores of the that 'anti-establishment' parties (or designated as such) for 2017: 
 
Source Interior ministry: https://www.interieur.gouv.fr/Archives/Archives-elections/Election-presidentielle-
2017/Resultats-globaux-du-second-tour-de-l-election-du-President-de-la-Republique-2017 
 
2017 elections - first round.  "Anti-System" parties (anti-EU, pro-sovereignty etc..).  
 

2017 2017 
% 

registered 

%  who voted 
(excluding 

blank and null) 
Political 

orientation 
47,581,118 36,058,813 

Lepen 7,679,493 16.14% 21.30% Conservative 
Dupont-
Aignan 1,695,186 3.56% 4.70% 

Conservative 

Asselineau 332,588 0.70% 0.92% Cons. Frexit 
Lassalle 435,365 0.91% 1.21% na 
Melenchon 7,060,885 14.84% 19.58% Left, far-left 
Cheminade 65,598 0.14% 0.18% na 
  17,269,115 36.29% 47.89%   

 



2017 elections - first round.  System parties (pro-EU, pro-globalism, etc...). Also known as 
the 'unique party' as their policies are exactly the same despite the appearance of being 
'opposed'. Somewhat like the false dichotomy between Democrats and Republicans.  
 

2017 2017 
% 

registered 

%  who 
voted 

(excluding 
blank and 

null) 
Political orientation 

47,581,118 36,058,813 

macron 8,657,326 18.19% 24.01% 
Neo-liberal - WEF young 

global leader 
Fillon 7,213,797 15.16% 20.01% center right 
hamon 2,291,565 4.82% 6.36% Socialist party 
  18,789,698 38.17% 50.37%   

 
Abstention: 10,577,572 (22,23% of registered voters).  
 
Nb: We excluded two candidates, Mr Poutou and Mrs Arthaud, both communists (scores of 1% or less) as 
we weren't sure of their stance in regards of the system.  
 
 
Now for 2022, the distribution in term of parties remains quite similar but the voters have punished 
the system parties (except macron of course since he cheated). 
 
2022 elections - first round.  "Anti-System" parties (anti-EU, pro-sovereignty, anti-covid 
related totalitarian abuses, etc..). 
 

2022 2022 
% 

registered 

%  who 
voted 

(excluding 
blank and 

null) 

Political 
orientation 

48,747,876 31,381,603 
Lepen 8,135,456 16.69% 23.15% Conservative 
Dupont-
Aignan 725,305 1.49% 2.06% 

Conservative 

Zemmour 2,485,757 5.10% 7.07% Conservative 
Lassalle 1,101,643 2.26% 3.13%  
Melenchon 7,714,574 15.83% 21.95% Left, far-left 
Total votes 20,162,735 41.36% 57.38%   

 
We note immediately an important change, 57,38% of voters chose these parties. The majority of 
French voters in 5 years has become anti-establishment.  
 
The totalitarian abuses and crimes committed in the last two years and the destruction of their 
country by macron and his masters in the last five years has certainly a lot to do with it.   
 
We also note the level of abstentions is far superior to 2017. Besides disillusionment, one of the 
reason is the trick by macron's regime to halve personnel and polling booths in many polling 
stations so that some voters after queuing hours just left without voting. Abstentions benefit mainly 
macron.  
 



2022 elections - first round. System parties (pro-EU, pro-globalism, pro-covid related abuses, etc...). 
 

2022 2022 
% 

registered 

%  who 
voted 

(excluding 
blank and 

null) 
side 

48,747,876 31,381,603 

macron 9,784,985 20.07% 27.85% 
Neo-liberal - WEF young 

global leader 

Pecresse 1,679,359 3.44% 4.78% 
center right (young 

global leader) 

Roussel 802,588 1.65% 2.28% communist 
Hidalgo 616,614 1.26% 1.75% Socialist party 
Jadot 1,628,249 3.34% 4.63% "green" 
Total votes 14,511,795 29.77% 41.30%   

 
It's the opposite of 2017, the establishment parties are in freefall. Notably the center right (LR) and 
socialist party (PS) which were the two main governing parties for decades and have collapsed to 
almost complete insignificance (4.78% and 1.75% of the votes).  
 
French voters have recognized that these parties are one and the same unique party and they are 
now voting them away.  
Of course, macron, through massive fraud is still there as the heir of the "unique party" as his 
mock party is made of former apparatchiks of these dying antics (from communists/green*, 
socialists,  to center right and neo-liberals).  
 
*Greens: green outside, red inside. Often former marxists, communists, Trotskyites, socialists, Maoists, 
Bolsheviks who couldn't get elected anymore have recycled into the "green" parties. They are some of the 
pillars of the 'great reset/agenda 2030' fascist programme with their neo-liberals co-conspirators... 
 
The French voters have also recognized in some ways that the new struggle is not between right 
and left but between totalitarians / globalists on one side and real democrats  / 'sovereignists' on 
the other side.  
 
Many now understand that the only rampart against global fascism and guarantor of Freedom 
and democracy is the nation state.  
 
Does that mean that Marine Lepen can win? probably not if French people keep falling in the 
gross trap setup by the globalist establishment and if she doesn't up her game dramatically compared 
to 2017 to appear 'presidential'. Of course there is always the possibility of her being a tool of the 
establishment, in which case she will play the scarecrow.  
 
Since the 10th of April, pathologic liar macron has started to promise everything and its contrary to 
the French and far-left candidate Jean-Luc Melenchon in a desperate effort to get the vote of his 7 
million supporters. The ultra neo-liberal even went to the extent of proposing measures in total 
contradiction with the agenda of his money-lender bosses.  
 
'Promises engage only those who believe in it', goes the old saying.  If he hadn't already done so, 
macron would sell his parents to stay in power. Psychopaths have no limits. 
 
https://endtimesand2019.wordpress.com/2017/05/13/top-psychiatrist-says-french-president-macron-is-a-
dangerous-psychopath/ 



https://stephenlendman.org/2017/05/12/macron-neoliberal-reactionary-dangerous/ 
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2021/08/08/reader-french-president-macron-is-a-psychopath/  
https://newspunch.com/macron-psychopath-psychiatrist/  
 
Jean-Luc Melenchon who is suspected to be a system agent (most of his voters aren't) has proven 
this suspicion right by calling for his electorate to vote macron, betraying thus the seven million 
supporters who trusted him to oust macron.  
 
“The best way to control the opposition is to lead it”  
- Allegedly from mass murderer Lenin.  
 
Will they follow their deceptive 'leader'? Most of them hate macron and voting for the finance mafia 
strawman might have worked in 2017 when nobody knew him, but after the last 5 years and 
especially the last two years, we wouldn't bet on Melenchon's voters to follow his betrayal.  
 
Many of them are Yellow Vests who have been fighting macron since 2018. They want macron 
out, whatever the cost.  
 
Let's see how it plays, but be sure that if macron see he is losing, he will try to rig the election 
further. A battle is never lost until the fight is over. The first thing the system want us to do is to 
give-up fighting.  
 
In the case of these elections they'd love to see people abstaining so this is the last thing French 
citizens should do.  
 
The former rothschild banker who hates France and its people and will destroy it further if he is re-
elected,  is ripe for the taking, don't miss this chance, this is the last one this time.  
 

 


